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Abstract

Deformation grammars are a novel procedural framework enabling to sculpt hierarchical 3D models in an object-dependent manner. They process object deformations as symbols thanks to user-defined interpretation rules. We use them to define hierarchical deformation behaviors tailored for each model, and enabling any sculpting gesture to be interpreted as some adapted constraint-preserving deformation. A variety of object-specific constraints can be enforced using this framework, such as maintaining distributions of sub-parts, avoiding self-penetrations, or meeting semantic-based user-defined rules. The operations used to maintain constraints are kept transparent to the user, enabling them to focus on their design. We demonstrate the feasibility and the versatility of this approach on a variety of examples, implemented within an interactive sculpting system.

1. Introduction

Modeling and editing complex objects or shape assemblies is one of the bottlenecks of the virtual content production pipeline, despite a large body of work in the last two decades. While recent technical improvements enabled to model complex and detailed shapes, their creation and editing are still very tedious, and the quantity and quality of new 3D content produced fails at matching the increasing expectations of users.

Ideally, once a given 3D object or shape assembly is modeled, artists should be able to reuse it in different scenes after the ap-
propriate modifications. To achieve this, digital artists should be able to deform complex objects efficiently and in an intuitive way. For instance, stretching the model of a tree should either elongate branches or grow more of them depending on the user’s intent, while insuring in both cases that the deformed object is still a valid model of a tree (e.g. branches are not intersecting).

This problem is made even more challenging when dealing with complex 3D models made of heterogeneous components. These models can be seen as a hierarchical organization of different sub-parts, each part (or sub-sets of parts) possibly needing to be deformed in a specific way. For instance, if the aforementioned tree model includes leaves and fruits, the latter may only be scaled in a uniform way, although branches can also be scaled along their main axis. Houses with doors, windows, and walls made of bricks, or animals with scales and appendices, are other examples of such hierarchical heterogeneous shapes. Dealing with the deformation of these complex models is currently tedious as each type of sub-part may require the use of a specific deformation tool in order to remain consistent. Moreover, deforming each part independently is not sufficient for maintaining the consistency of the whole: the user needs to manually ensure that inter-part dependencies are respected.

Our work addresses consistent deformation of complex objects. More precisely, we propose a unified framework to handle artist-driven deformation set-up for hierarchical heterogeneous objects. We claim that the following features are essential for an artist-driven deformation tool, and address them specifically:

- The validity, or consistency, of the whole model should be maintained throughout the deformation. The user should be able to select the consistency criteria for each type of element and at different scales, in order to fully express their intent.
- A hierarchical model should be editable at different scales, ranging from local to global ones.
- The artist should be able to apply the edits in the order they wish, not only from coarse to fine scales.

Our solution is based on the new concept of deformation grammars. The latter enable to define deformation interpretation rules and allow to freely deform a complex object while maintaining its consistency. Our contributions include formal definitions for the notions of complex object, deformations and consistency (Section 3), the description of a general formalism for deformation grammars (Section 4), and their extension enabling to freely interleave local and global editing (Section 5). We present a variety of applications and results produced within an interactive sculpting software (Section 6), and discuss the advantages and limitations of our deformation framework (Section 7) before concluding.

2. Previous Work

Being able to create and edit shapes in an intuitive way has been a major goal of computer graphics research for many years.

Interactive and Procedural methods are the most usual ways to create geometric content. While standard 3D mesh editing tools enable to interactively model any desired shape, they may require tremendous efforts in the case of complex objects, defined as a hierarchy of many interdependent parts. Procedural modeling techniques have been very efficient to design complex structured objects from a set of parameters. However, they are usually dedicated to a specific type of objects, such as cities and buildings modeling [Cit, LSWW11, SKK*14, EBP*12, IMAW15], or trees modeling [PBPS99, FP99, BPF*22]. These methods require unfortunately a large amount of parameter tuning and only provide indirect control - through trials and errors - on the results. Interactive approaches have been proposed to bring global control over objects defined procedurally, but each approach requires a dedicated system without always providing direct local and global control on the object [BBP13, KW11, LRBP12].

Standard deformation methods aim at deforming a mono-resolution shape while maintaining some of its properties. In the context of virtual sculpting of triangular meshes, this includes preserving volume while applying free-form deformations to a shape [ACWK04,vFTS06], or enabling a mesh to maintain quasi-uniform sampling while undergoing free-form deformation that includes changes of topological genus [SCC11]. In Sorkine and Alexa’s seminal work [SA07], the authors introduce a deformation scheme that preserves co-rotated distance vectors and tends to maintain local shape features under deformations.

In the above methods, the geometric property to be maintained during the deformation cannot be selected locally on the model. In consequence, objects are deformed as if they were made of some uniform elastic or plastic material. Moreover, the property which is preserved through deformation is not chosen by the user, and not fitted to every type of object.

Analyze-and-edit approaches use a two-step approach for deforming man-made objects in a way that maintains their structure [MWZ*13]. This means either preserving or duplicating specific details when the model is stretched. The first step aims at computing a set of features on an input model. In the second step, the identified features are automatically preserved while the user deforms the object. Features can be selected based on local geometric criteria such as saliency [DK14, ML13], curvature [KSSCC08], or wires [GSMCC09]; as well as based on higher-level properties such as linear arrangements [BWKS11, BWKS12], detail patterns [AZL12], element type adjacency matching [LWW*15], ergonomicity [ZLDM16], or 2D distributions of sub-shapes [EVC*15]. Yumer’s work [YCHK15] allows for continuously deforming an input object through handles that represent semantic attributes. All these methods only consider two levels of detail (an object and its main parts or features), so their applicability to shape hierarchies is limited. More general hierarchy of deformations were also studied for generic meshes [GPCP13] but with limited consistency preservation.

Closer to our work, Zhen [ZFCO*11] computes specific controllers for the components of complex 3D models, allowing the user to deform the right degrees of freedom while maintaining inter- and intra-parts consistency. Controllers can be grouped, forming a hierarchy. Our method can be seen as a generalization of this work. We provide a unified framework for deforming hierarchical objects, enabling all the previous deformation modes to be
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used, possibly at the same time, on different parts of the model or at different scales. Various deformation propagation schemes can be used and several alternative deformation modes can be specified for a given part. The task of defining and assigning the desired behavior, at the desired scale, to the components of a hierarchical model is left under the user’s control, which allows for the creation of varied and expressive behaviors. Doing so, we skip the analysis and edit-only methods relax the analyze-and-edit paradigm, allowing the use of consistency criteria which would be very hard to analyze. For instance, Lipp [LWW08] enables the visual editing of shape grammar rules for modifying building appearance; Milieau [MWCS13] allows the mutation and duplication of object parts for structured shapes predefined using puzzle-grammars; Jordan [JPCC14] extend the previous method to crowd-patches embedding recomputed crowd animation data; Emilien [EPCV14] maintains the consistency of a waterfall scene under vector-based design; Longay [LRBP12] allows us to manipulate a realistic tree through sketching; and Stanculescu [SCCS13] extends quasi-uniform meshes [SCC11] for accounting for feature lines, using a taxonomy of possible behaviors.

Our method can be seen as a super-set of all these previous ones, allowing them to interoperate on different parts of an object. Since it also discards the analysis step, complex consistency criteria are allowed, leading to expressive deformation modes.

3. Hierarchical approach to object deformation

This section defines the notion of complex object, and formalizes the concepts of deformation and consistency on that type of object.

3.1. Complex objects

In the context of this work, we call elements any object of the scene. An element ε can be either a simple or a complex object:

- A simple object is a geometric object in the classical sense, fully defined by the set of internal parameters of its visual representation (such as a triangular mesh defined by the position of the vertices and their indexing into faces).
- A complex object is defined recursively as a set of internal parameters, plus a set of hierarchical parameters which are references to sub-objects. The sub-objects, are called the children of the element ε, and noted C(ε). In return, an element is referred to as the parent of its children.

Note that the internal parameters of a complex object do not always correspond to a visual representation: For instance a heap of stones may include internal parameters such as slope or number of stones, while the visual representation may be only be stored in its children - e.g. simple objects representing the individual stones.

In our formalism, an element ε can only have a single parent, noted p(ε). Pairs of elements (ε₀, ε₁) are associated a relation type t(ε₀, ε₁) that can be either child, parent, self (if ε₀ = ε₁) or none in all the other cases.

Lastly, a semantic type t(ε) is associated with each element ε: for instance, the fact that the internal mesh represents a stone. A complex object with children of the same semantic type (such as the heap of stones we already described) is called homogeneous, otherwise it is called heterogeneous.

Example: Let us consider a naive model of a tree, where cylindrical trunk and branches subdivide at their extremity into a few smaller branches, as can be seen in figure 2a. This tree can be represented as...
3.2. Deformation

A **deformation** is any function which maps the values of an object’s parameters. For example, if the object is a mesh parameterized by a list of the vertices and their arrangement into faces, an example of deformation is a space deformation \( \mathcal{d} : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R}^3 \) used to change the vertices positions. Classically, applying a deformation \( \mathcal{d} \) to a complex object \( G \) (which we call **object deformation** and noted using the couple \( D = (G, \mathcal{d}) \)) is performed by applying the deformation independently to the visual representations of each of the object’s sub-parts. In contrast, our formalism enables us to redefine the application of a deformation in a hierarchical way, a first step for enabling us to preserve the consistency of complex objects through deformations. The hierarchical decomposition is done as follows:

An **element deformation** is defined as the edit of the element’s internal parameters, which we call the **internal deformation**, followed by the element deformations applied to its children (if any), which we call **hierarchical deformation**. Using the element formalism for \( G \), where \( G = \mathcal{e}_0 \) is the highest element in the hierarchy, this enables us to rewrite the object deformation of \( G \) in a hierarchical way, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
D^0 &= (\mathcal{e}_0, \mathcal{d}) \\
D^i &= (\mathcal{e}_i, \mathcal{d}) = D^i_{\text{internal}} \oplus D^i_{\text{hierarchical}} \\
D^i_{\text{hierarchical}} &= \bigoplus_{\mathcal{e}_j \in \mathcal{C}(\mathcal{e}_i)} D^j \\
\forall \mathcal{e}_i &\in \mathcal{E}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \oplus \) stands for the independent application of element deformations on a set of elements. This operator also allows us to combine any internal element deformation with other deformations.

The hierarchical definition of deformations in Equation 1 is instrumental for allowing various sets of consistency constraints to be maintained when deforming complex objects. Section 4 explains how we express this deformation propagation process using deformation grammars, and use it for preserving the consistency of the object.

3.3. Consistency

We call **element consistency** the set of properties that an element must satisfy to be considered as valid. Following our hierarchical approach, this notion is split into two sub-concepts: **internal consistency** and **hierarchical consistency**. Internal consistency of an element is based on its internal parameters: for example its length or curvature; It is therefore independent of any other element. Hierarchical consistency of an element relies on the relation the element needs to maintain with its children, for example their relative positions or matching types.

We call **object consistency** the composition of the consistencies of all the elements composing an object, i.e. the set of all internal and hierarchical consistencies of the elements of the object.

**Example:** In the case of the simple tree model already discussed, the internal consistency of a branch could be for instance the cylindrical aspect of the internal triangular mesh that represents it. The hierarchical consistency can be the fact that the sub-branches all depart from the extremity of their parent branch, in addition to the fact that sub-branches are themselves consistent.

4. Deformation Grammars

This section introduces deformation grammars as an efficient tool to setup consistency-preserving deformations for complex objects.
4.1. Definition

Formal grammars are widely used in Computer Graphics for representing hierarchical processes. More specifically, shape grammars such as the one in Figure 3 are often used to generate the static geometry of complex objects [MWH'06, EBP'12, SM15]. In this work, we extend the scope of formal grammars to handle the hierarchical deformation of complex objects.

A deformation grammar models a deformation behavior for a complex object under a set of deformations. It is defined as any formal grammar by:
- a set of non terminal symbols N.
- a set of terminal symbols Σ
- an axiom A ∈ N
- a set of production rules P = \{R_i\}

Symbols. A symbol is an element deformation D = (ε, d), where ε ∈ E is the target of the arbitrary deformation d. A terminal symbol is the deformation of the internal parameters of an element, while a non-terminal symbol requires further interpretation. Symbols can be assembled using the independent application operator ⊕.

Symbols inherit the partial ordering of the elements: D_1 = (ε_1, d_1) is said to be lower than D_2 = (ε_2, d_2) (noted D_1 < D_2) if ε_2 is an ancestor of ε_1 in the object’s hierarchy.

Besides, symbols are typed according to the types of both the target and the deformation:
\[ t(ε, d) = (t(ε), t(d)) \] (2)

Axiom. The axiom is a non terminal symbol created by the user. Its target is the uppermost element of the hierarchy. It represents the object deformation intent, such as a free-form deformation interactively generated through a sculpting tool. It is the initial symbol which will be decomposed into other symbols, until only terminal symbols remain.

Example: In our example, the axiom is the deformation that the user wants to apply to the tree model. It is processed as a deformation of the highest element ε_0 in the object’s hierarchy (i.e. the trunk, see Equation (1)) and decomposed hierarchically using the grammar rules.

Rules. A rule is the substitution of a symbol by a ⊕ of other symbols. In other words, it is the translation of an element deformation into the deformations of its components. It is defined with respect to a type of symbol:

\[ R(\langle D \rangle) : D \rightarrow D' \] (3)

where D’ is an element deformation preserving the consistency of elements of the type t(ε). Following Equation (1), we define D’ as follows:

\[ D' = D_{internal} \oplus D_{hierarchical} \] (4)

D_{internal} = (ε, d') is a terminal symbol; It is a deformation that applies to the internal parameters of the element ε and preserve its internal consistency. D_{hierarchical} is a non-terminal symbol; It calls for the independent application of deformations of the children of ε that preserve the hierarchical consistency of ε:

\[ D_{hierarchical} = \bigoplus_{ε \in C(ε)} D^{ε}(ε) \] (5)

where D^{ε} = (ε, d_ε) is an element deformation that preserves the hierarchical consistency between ε and e. It will be further processed for element e by the rule R(t(e), t(d_e)) for preserving the consistency of e (see Equation (3)).

The rules, in the form of Equation (3), are defined by the user for each type of symbol, by specifying D_{internal}(ε) and D^{ε} used in Equations (4) and (5). They enable to control the behavior of a complex object under arbitrary deformations, and in particular to preserve the consistency of the object, as illustrated next.

4.2. Example

Let us come back to our example of the tree model and detail the process of creating a deformation grammar. The structure of the object has been described in section 3.1 and the associated consistency constraints in section 3.3.

Let the user apply a free form space deformation d : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 as deformation intent. The corresponding axiom is A = (ε_0, d). The naive deformation of the element’s internal parameters does not preserve the consistency of the object, as can be seen in Figure 2b.

A consistency preserving deformation can be set by using rules (3) and Equations (4) and (5) while defining:

- D_{internal} = (ε, d') where d' is the affine transformation that moves the two extremities s_{ε_0} and c_{ε_1} of a cylinder to their images d(s_{ε_0}) and d(c_{ε_1}) respectively;
- D^{ε} = (ε, d). This is used to apply the input space deformation to ε, which does not disconnect it from ε.

Using those definitions, applying the grammar rules preserves the cylindricity of the branches (internal consistency) as well as the adjacency between a branch and its sub-branches (hierarchical consistency), as shown in Figure 2c. Figure 2d shows that different rules can also preserve the object consistency while offering another deformation behavior.

Appendix A fully describes the deformation grammar corresponding to this example.

5. Bilateral Grammar Rules

As stated in Section 1, an object should be editable at different scales (i.e. by editing parts at different levels of its hierarchy) in an arbitrary order. But the deformation grammars defined so far start from a deformation of the top level element ε_0 and propagates down to preserve the consistency. Figure 5b shows that applying the deformation on another element than ε_0 breaks the object consistency at the parent level. This comes from the parent rule not interpreting the deformation. This reduces a lot the amount of user control.

In order to maintain the object’s global consistency during the deformation at any hierarchical level, deformation grammars needs
5.1. Closed-loop problem

Let us consider a tree model with two branches $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$ such that $\varepsilon_2 \in C(\varepsilon_1)$. Now, $\varepsilon_2$ receives a deformation $d$ from the user.

A naive solution to allow for upward consistency management consists in creating an ascending grammar rule \( R(t(\varepsilon_2), t(d)) \) generating a deformation of $\varepsilon_1$. For example, we could have \( R_{\text{ascending}}(t(\varepsilon_2), t(d)) : D = (\varepsilon_2, d) \rightarrow D' = (\varepsilon_1, d) \), where $D'$ is a non terminal symbol. But $D'$ would be translated into a deformation of $\varepsilon_2$ following Equation 5. This results in a loop creating non-terminal symbols, and never converging to terminal ones. The deformation operation does not terminate in this case.

5.2. Symbol specification

Our solution to the closed loop problem requires two additions to the symbols definition: a source and a direction. Rules can make use of this new data to avoid the closed-loop problem, as explained in the next Section (5.3).

A bilateral symbol is defined as:

\[
D = (\varepsilon, d, \Sigma, \delta) \in \Sigma \cup N
\]

where $\varepsilon \in \Sigma$ is the interpreting element, $d$ the deformation, $\Sigma \in N$ is the original target of the deformation that we call the source, and $\delta = \{\uparrow, \downarrow\}$ is the direction of the symbol (ascending or descending).

The distinction between the target of the deformation and the element interpreting it allows to manage higher-than-source consistencies while keeping track of the element to deform. An ascending symbol indicates a deformation needing higher-level interpretation. Therefore, the axiom is set to have $S = \varepsilon$ and $\delta = \uparrow$.

5.3. Bilateral grammar rules

Depending on the object we consider, a symbol might need to be translated to the parent, the grand-parent, or any other ancestor of the target element, up to the highest element of the hierarchy. This is achieved by the generic ascending rules:

\[
R_{\text{up}} : (\varepsilon, d, S, \uparrow) \rightarrow (p(\varepsilon), d, S, \uparrow)
\]

where $C(\varepsilon, S)$ is the child of $\varepsilon$ which is an ancestor of $S$, and $K$ is a $\oplus$ of descending symbol targeted at the children of $\varepsilon$ except $C(\varepsilon, S)$, and which deformation aims at preserving the hierarchical consistency of $\varepsilon$. Unlike $R_{\text{up}}$, $R_{\text{interp}}$ is object-specific.

The descent takes place in two phases: The first one concerns symbols which interpreting element is higher than the source; The second one concern symbols which interpreting element is lower than the source, and is identical to the regular interpretation of a mono-lateral grammar.
The first phase of the descent is achieved using the generic descending rule:

\[ R_{\text{down}} : (\epsilon, d, S, \downarrow) \rightarrow (C(\epsilon, S), d_{\text{interp}}, S, \downarrow) \]  

(9)

Once reached the level where \( \epsilon = S \), the symbol is interpreted down as with a descending grammar. Any rule \( R_{\text{desc}} : (\epsilon_i, d_i) \rightarrow (\epsilon_j, d_j) \) of a descending grammar can be formulated into a bilateral rule \( R_{\text{bi}} : (\epsilon_i, d_i, S, \downarrow) \rightarrow (\epsilon_j, d_j, S, \downarrow) \)

In order to prevent any interpretation loop, we state the following descending monotony principle: A descending symbol shall never be translated into an ascending one.

5.4. Example

Let us now extend the example of Section 4.2 in order to allow for bilateral deformation interpretation. We consider an affine deformation \( d \) applied on a branch \( \epsilon_2 \neq \epsilon_0 \) of a tree. According to Section 5.2, the axiom is \( A = (\epsilon_2, d, \epsilon_2, \uparrow) \). It is processed by the rules \( R_{\text{exp}} \) into \( A_1 = (p(\epsilon_2), d, \epsilon_2, \uparrow) \).

We define \( R_{\text{interp}} \) such that:

\[ R_{\text{interp}} : (p(\epsilon_2), d, \epsilon_2, \uparrow) \rightarrow (\epsilon_2, d', \epsilon_2, \downarrow) \]  

(10)

We define \( d' \) as the affine transformation which displaces one extremity of \( S \) while preserving the other:

\[
\begin{align*}
  d'(p_{\text{start}}) &= d(p_{\text{start}}) \\
  d'(p_{\text{end}}) &= p_{\text{end}}
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

On Figure 5c, we can see that the interpreted deformation keeps \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) connected, which respects the consistency of the tree. Figure 5d shows an alternative rule which splits elongated branches and generates new sub-branches. For that, we define \( R_{\text{interp}} \) as:

\[ R_{\text{interp}} : (p(\epsilon_2), d, \epsilon_2, \uparrow) \rightarrow (\epsilon_2, d', \epsilon_2, \downarrow, \epsilon_2, \text{split}, \epsilon_2, \downarrow) \]  

(12)

where \text{split} is a splitting deformation which occurs whenever a branch is too long.

The deformation grammar for this example is fully described in Appendix B.

5.5. Persistent editing

Enabling to apply deformations at different levels of the hierarchy greatly increases the user’s freedom. With this method, small scale edits may, however, be overwritten by subsequent higher level modifications, leading to the loss of specific user changes.

Bilateral deformation grammars allow to seamlessly solve this issue by keeping track of previously locally edited elements. Once an element \( \epsilon \) is locally edited by the user, it can be tagged as \textit{persistent}. Grammar rules can then take this tag into account for preserving such elements.

Therefore any global deformation applied later on the object will not modify the previously edited element enabling the user to iterate between global and local deformations as desired.

6. Applications and results

This section develops several possible applications, inspired by state of the art deformation methods, to demonstrate the versatility of our framework. All the examples were implemented using different deformation grammar rules, within the same interactive sculpting software. We also refer the reader to the video accompanying this work.

6.1. Grammar creation

Whatever the category of complex object to be deformed, the creation of a new deformation grammar proceeds as follows:

1. Design the hierarchy of the object, or use the hierarchy inherited from a previous procedural generation method;
2. For each type of element in the object, identify its internal and hierarchical consistency rules;
3. Based on steps 1 and 2, identify the deformation types applicable to each type of element;
4. Create a set of downward rules for each pair of element types and associated deformation type;
5. Optionally enrich the set of rules with upward rules allowing to maintain upward hierarchical consistency.

Since a rule is needed for every tuple \((t(\text{element}), t(\text{deformation}), t(\text{relation}))\), the number of rules to design is directly correlated to: the number of element types; for each element type, the number of possible deformation types; for each element type, the number of possible children types.

The example grammars presented in this section contain between two and ten rules.

6.2. Implementation

Results using deformation grammars were implemented as a C++ sculpting software. Details about the implementation are given in Appendix C, including an example UML class diagram in Figure 13.

Each element type corresponds to a class; Each class implements a \texttt{process()} function per deformation type it can handle. Grammar rules are implemented inside these functions, and the symbol to be processed is passed as argument.

A \texttt{process()} function can be called either from the event manager (in which case the source of the symbol is 0), or from another \texttt{process()} function (e.g. issuing from the element’s parent during hierarchical interpretation).

Note that unlike shape grammars, deformation grammar symbols should be translated at interactive rates inside the sculpting framework. C++ hard-coded grammar rules are compiled along with the sculpting framework, which allows for fast symbol translation. Finally, rules are parameterized at run time using state variables enabling to switch of deformation behavior at run time. This is for example used for enabling/disabling the grammar interpretation in the examples illustrated in Figures 2 and 5.
Spatial complexity

Recurrent function calls have a memory cost which increases linearly with the depth of recursion. Let us consider a complex object described by a hierarchy of depth \( d \). The worst case scenario of recurrent call depth -i.e. the deepest element of the hierarchy calls the highest one through successive up-ward rules - entails at most \( 2^d \) recursive function calls.

6.3. Organic shapes

We start by demonstrating our deformation grammar on complex objects representing organic shapes.

Figure 6 shows three steps of an interactive tree modeling session. In this example, we use the rules given in Section 4.2 to ensure that branches remain cylindrical and adjacent. We added a bilateral grammar rules enabling to prevent self-intersection between the different object parts. This rule applies the initial deformation to the uppermost branch of the hierarchy \( \varepsilon_0 \) with the initial target branch as source. The deformation is propagated down the hierarchy only if it does not generate intersections between the sub-branches. Branches longer than a threshold are split and new branches appear at the junction between consecutive branches at the same hierarchical level, using a call to a local L-system generation. Note that our interface makes possible to dynamical change the deformation behavior by activating or deactivating specific rules at run time: This is used, for instance, for interpreting a subsequent free-form deformation as a radius change only in Figure (2d). Performances for this example are reported in Section 6.9.

6.4. Man-made objects

In order to show the versatility of the application of our deformation grammars, we set-up rules to model a deformable house. The house is a hierarchical heterogeneous object whose hierarchy is the following. A house object is composed of floors and a roof. Each floor is composed itself of walls and windows. In this example, the consistency properties are the following: adjacent walls must be orthogonal, the maximum height of each floor is bounded, and the roof is positioned at the top of the last floor. See figure 7 and 1 (second column).

This example also illustrates the possibility of element specific deformation interpretation, i.e. rules depending on the nature of the deformation: For example, a vertical translation of the roof is propagated to the house object and translated as a global vertical scaling, which allows the roof to be supported by the walls at every time. A translation of a wall piece is translated as a horizontal wall extrusion, which also results in a re-generation of the roof thanks to our bilateral grammar rules.

6.5. Object distributions

Objects distributions are hard to deform because of the inter-object constraints, such as non penetration and relative positions (see [EV’15]). They can be represented as complex objects. Usually, the parent element in the hierarchy does not have any visual representation, but stores the distribution parameters to be maintained as internal parameters. The objects in the distribution are its children. We implemented three different examples in order to illustrate the ability of deformation grammars to maintain the consistency in the case of distributions.

The first example, shown in Figure (8), is a forest, i.e. a distribution of trees. Naively applying a user-defined deformation to this forest would either create empty regions between adjacent trees, or make some of them too close to each other. We aim at preserving the visual density of trees. This requires to merge trees that are too close, and to create new ones in large empty spaces.

Let us consider that the initial trees are associated to an underlying Delaunay triangular mesh whose vertices are the tree positions. Displacing the trees is expressed as the deformation of the mesh. Our solution for maintaining the visual appearance of the distribution is based on quasi-uniform meshes [SCC11], which are re-expressed as a specific case of our deformation grammar, a follows: Mesh vertices are maintained at a distance \( d \) such that \( \frac{d_{\text{min}}}{2} < d < d_{\text{detail}} \) (where \( d_{\text{detail}} \) is a constant learned from the input distribution). The edge collapse and split operations used to maintain the distribution’s consistency trigger the elements merging and splitting respectively, which are new types of deformations.

We also show a similar example in Figure 9, where houses can
split or merge based on the same rules. But this time, splitting a large house results in creating several smaller ones, while merging has the opposite effect. Such effect could be used, for instance, for compacting a village while preserving the number of inhabitants it can house.

The third example (Figure (1), 3rd column), is a volumetric distribution. Elements are merged when they come close to each other (using an element-specific merge transformation), therefore avoiding any intersection. In this case, a grid-based acceleration structure was used to compute element neighborhood.

The last example is shown in Figure (10). It represents a city generated from GIS data of the town of Moscow. Footprints are used for generating buildings of the same type as the house of Section 6.4. Performances for this example are reported in Section 6.9.

6.6. Color transformation

Deformation grammars are not limited to geometrical transformation interpretation: As an illustration, we used the deformation grammar framework to implement a tool for painting an object distribution as shown in Figure (11).

6.7. Heterogeneous distributions

On of the main advantage of our deformation grammar is its ability to seamlessly handle heterogeneous distributions. Therefore, once a deformation behavior is described in our framework, it can be further reused as a sub-elements of a larger scene, and interact with other elements. For instance, outdoor scene such as the one illustrated in Figure 1, 4th column, is defined in assembling the deformation behavior of the tree distribution, bird flock, and house deformation where the root element is the entire scene. Each element can be either globally deformed, or individually while still preserving the individual and global consistency.

6.8. Persistent editing

Figure (12) illustrates persistent editing. In this case, a forest tree is locally deformed by the user (Figure 12b). Next, a global deformation is applied on every tree. If the persistent edit is not applied, the trees may be re-dispatched for maintaining tree density, therefore destroying all previous manual editing operations (Figure 12c). Instead, using our persistent editing method on a similar global deformation enables us to preserve the local aspect of the tree while still allowing it to be translated, and other trees to be deformed (see Figure 12d).

6.9. Performance

Tables 1 and 2 report performances of symbol translation for affine and free-form deformations respectively. The measures were made throughout the production of examples presented in previous Sections 6.3 and 6.5.

In both of these tables, the first row represents the number of interactors in the scene for the given deformation type (i.e. the number of elements able to interpret this deformation). The second row represents the number of deformations generated by the user during the sculpting session (i.e. the number of axiom symbols). The third row represents the number of symbol generated in total (including those of the second row, plus all the symbols generated internally by the grammar). Finally, the last row gives the average time spent for processing an axiom and all its subsequent symbols.

Figure 8: (a) Initial 2D distribution of trees. (b) Deformed distribution with newly inserted trees in the stretched regions.

Figure 10: An initial city (left column) is deformed by the user using affine and free-form deformations for creating another city (right column). Here, the city element dispatches deformations to its sub-elements, i.e. the houses presented in Section 6.4.

Figure 11: The user can paint an original set of trees (a) using a paining tool (in white). The change of color is interpreted by the rule such that only the foliage is affected, not the trunk (b).

Figure 12: Illustrates persistent editing. In this case, a forest tree is locally deformed by the user (Figure 12b). Next, a global deformation is applied on every tree. If the persistent edit is not applied, the trees may be re-dispatched for maintaining tree density, therefore destroying all previous manual editing operations (Figure 12c). Instead, using our persistent editing method on a similar global deformation enables us to preserve the local aspect of the tree while still allowing it to be translated, and other trees to be deformed (see Figure 12d).
The tree example has a deep hierarchy, which explains the big number of symbol generated in total compared to the number of axioms: Each affine symbol is interpreted through the hierarchy, which creates new symbols. The hierarchy of the city example is more shallow, which explains the lower ratio.

Both examples yield interactive computation times with affine deformations, which is adequate for sculpting. On the other hand, the free-form deformations require more time, due to the deformation field evaluation and the increased complexity of the interpretation. Improvements have to be made on this side, for example by using the independence of downward symbol translation on non-hierarchically-connected elements with a parallel implementation.

**User perspective.** Using deformation grammars is easy: they offer a front-end interface to deformation interpretation. On the other end, creating a deformation grammar can prove to be a non-trivial task. It requires to identify the design needs in terms of deformation behavior and consistency, possibly through discussion with an end-user artist; The deformation behavior has to be formalized into deformation interpretation rules; Finally those rules have to be coded into a programming language (following the process described in Section 6.2).

This whole process, although very generic, intrinsically couples the object definition with the deformation interpretation and may therefore not be non trivial to define or code. The total time to define a fully functional deformation grammar may range between some hours to days depending on the complexity of the object with respect to its hierarchy and consistency.

7. Discussion

Two methods aiming at deforming complex objects can be relevantly compared to ours in terms of results: WorldBrush [EVC15] and TreeSketch [LRBP12]. Each of these methods focuses on a particular type of complex object: distributions of elements and trees, respectively. Although we do not provide in our implementation the specific user interfaces dedicated to trees and elements distributions, enabling to achieve the high quality interaction provided in these prior works, our deformation grammar would enable to capture similar deformation behaviors: Indeed, all the sub-elements used in these two works only require to be moved, built, and deleted while maintaining specific rules. On the one hand, integrating the histogram preservation as a consistency criteria would enable to interactively deform a 2D distribution of elements similarly to WorldBrush. On the other hand, implementing new deformation types such as element painting, and new branch behavior for trees, would enable to model the deformation behavior of TreeSketch. One of the advantages of using our deformation grammar in such cases would be to fully integrate these two different behaviors within a single framework. Then, within the same scene, the user could seamlessly design the distribution of trees of a forest, while being able to control each of the trees similarly to the approach in TreeSketch.

### 7.1. Advantages and drawbacks of our approach

**Suitability for deforming procedurally generated objects.** As seen in Section 6.3, deformation grammars are particularly well suited to interact with shapes defined using shape grammars. These objects are hierarchical by nature and they can be generated dynamically, enabling us to easily set rules that add or delete parts of the object when the latter is deformed.

**Faithfulness trade-off.** We call faithfulness of a deformation interpretation the difference between the non interpreted and the interpreted deformation.

The faithfulness is positively correlated with the predictability of the deformation behavior, and therefore to the intuitiveness of the deformation tool: The more the interpreted deformation corresponds to the input deformation (i.e. the deformation interpretation...
is faithful), the more the object will behave in the way the user expects it to. On the other hand, a perfectly faithful deformation interpretation will probably not respect the consistency of the object, losing all interest. A compromise is to be found between consistency preservation and interpretation faithfulness.

**Over-constrained consistency.** Related to the faithfulness, an object with many constrains may not provide enough degrees of freedom to be deformed as expected. As interpreted deformation will fall inside some very limited deformation space, which may result into a deformation behavior of little interest. For instance, a cube constrained to stay cubic will only allow uniform scaling deformations which may be considered too restrictive by the user.

Note, however, that even with restrictive individual behaviors, the deformation of complex heterogeneous objects combining different types of elements at different levels of a hierarchy will still look rich and expressive.

**Stochasticity.** Stochasticity allows grammars to choose which of several applicable rules to use according to a random law [RMGH15]. This property is heavily used with shape generation grammars for allowing various shapes to be generated from a single input. In the case of deformation grammars, the variation of the deformation behavior is not desirable because the intuitiveness of the deformation interpretation relies on its predictability. Therefore, we did not explore this track.

8. Conclusion

We presented the first general method for specifying the deformation behavior of complex hierarchical heterogeneous objects. Our method relies on the concept of deformation grammar, which is a special case of formal grammars, where symbols are deformations of elements. We showed that this method allows us to expressively deform a large variety of complex objects, from individual shapes to object assemblies and to a composite 3D scene, while maintaining specific properties of the elements composing this object as well as their hierarchical relations.

There are several avenues for future work. Inferring rules of our deformation grammar from a set of input deformed objects using inverse procedural modeling could be an interesting extension of this work. Ensuring time-continuous deformations even when new elements appear or disappear could enable deformation grammars to generate animations. Finally, complex objects could also be composed of animated elements leading to a wider variety of consistency preservation.
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Appendix A: Simple tree deformation grammar

This appendix describes the deformation grammar used in the example of Section 4.2.

Object. For this example, we consider a hierarchical tree model, as described in Figure 4:

- Internal data are representing a branch geometry, in this case we consider a cylinder;
- Hierarchical data are junction points to the branch children.

In this case, the tree is a homogeneous object, all elements are of the same type \( t(\varepsilon) = \text{branch} \).

Consistency. The branch consistency is defined as follows:

- **Internal consistency:** The branch’s geometry is cylindrical;
- **Hierarchical consistency:** The children’s geometry starts where the branch’s geometry ends.

Deformation. We consider a sculpting deformation behavior using a free-form deformation \( d : x \in \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow d(x) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) controlled by the user’s mouse displacement applying a weighted local translation in the view plane.

**Grammar Rule.** Defining a grammar rule boils down to define \( D_{\text{internal}} \) and \( D_{\text{hierarchical}} \) (see Equations (3, 4)).

Let us start with \( D_{\text{internal}} \), which preserves the internal consistency of a branch. We call \( p_{\text{start}} \) and \( p_{\text{end}} \) the extremities of the branch geometry. In order to preserve the cylindrical geometry of the branch, \( D_{\text{internal}} \) to be an affine transformation whose matrix \( M \) can be expressed as:

\[
M = T \times R \times S
\]

where:

- \( T = \text{trans}(d(p_{\text{start}}) - p_{\text{start}}) \)
- \( R = \text{rot}\left(\frac{d(p_{\text{end}}) - d(p_{\text{start}})}{\|d(p_{\text{end}}) - d(p_{\text{start}})\|} \cdot \frac{p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}}{\|p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}\|}\right) \)
- \( S = \text{scale}\left(\frac{p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}}{\|p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}\|}\right) \)

and:

- \( \text{trans}(x) \) is the translation of vector \( x \);
- \( \text{rot}(a, b) \) is the rotation from vector \( a \) to vector \( b \);
- \( \text{scale}(a, s) \) is the scaling of axis \( a \) and magnitude \( s \).

In the current case, \( D_{\text{internal}} \) does not disconnect a branch from its initially connected children. However, in the general case, one can define \( D_{\text{hierarchical}} \) in such a way that it re-connects a branch with its children. According to Equation 5, it only requires to define the deformation from a branch \( \varepsilon \) to its child \( \varepsilon' \):

\[
D^{\varepsilon \varepsilon'}_{\text{hierarchical}} = \text{trans}(p_{\text{start}} - p_{\text{end}})
\]

Appendix B: Bilateral tree deformation grammar

This appendix describes the bilateral deformation grammar used in the example of Section 5.4.

Here the axiom \( A = (\varepsilon_2, d, \varepsilon_2, \uparrow) \) only need to go up one level in the hierarchy in order to maintain the object’s consistency (the connection between branches). This is performed by \( R_{\text{up}} \), as explained in Section 5.3. The following rules that comes into play is \( R_{\text{interp}} \) which translates the ascending symbol \( (p(\varepsilon_2), d, \varepsilon_2, \uparrow) \) into
a descending symbol deforming ε₂ itself using the modified affine transformation d'. We define d' as the transformation which preserves pε₂\text{end} while deforming pε₂\text{start} as follows:
\[
d' = T \times R \times S \times T^{-1}
\]
where:
- T = \text{trans}(pε₂\text{start})
- S = \text{scale}\left(\frac{p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}}{\| p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}} \|}\right)
- R = \text{rot}(p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}, d(p_{\text{end}} - p_{\text{start}}))

The new symbol (ε₂, d', ε₂, l) will in turn be translated into a terminal symbol (directly modifying the visual representation of ε₂) and a composition of non terminal symbols deforming the children of ε₂ (while maintaining the connection with the latter).

**Appendix C: Implementation Details**

Generative grammars implementations usually fall into one of the two following categories: formal translation and recurrent function calls. Formal translation allows to write grammar rules in a dedicated language (such as CGA++ [SM15] for architectural design); Rules are interpreted at run time, which allows for flexible rule editing; Each rule process a symbol from a symbol pool and generates other symbols into it, there is no recursion. Recurrent function calls on the other hand uses hard-coded rules inside function; Chained rule application corresponds to recurrent calls to the corresponding functions.

As stated in section 6.2, we used the second paradigm; Our choice was driven by rapidity of execution and ease of design.

**Interactors** A given element can be deformed using different deformation types, it will therefore implement several interpretation functions. Besides, deformation interpretation might require from an element to know which deformation types are applicable to its children. For this reasons, we introduce the interactor pattern.

Figure 13 shows the architecture of the deformation grammar implementation we used for creating the examples of this work. It shows the general classes used for representing elements, deformations, symbols, and grammar rules; Concrete examples are given for one deformable complex object (a tree) and two deformation types (affine and free-form).

The Object class represent an abstract complex object element and stores generic data: a name, a visual representation, a parent, and a list of children; The last three attributes may be empty depending on the element. Specialized classes inherit the Object class for defining concrete objects: For example, the Tree class models a tree, its generate() method uses an L-system for creating the mesh of the branch, and calls for the generation sub-branches.

Interactor classes are associated to a type of symbol (i.e. a type of deformation); They act as interfaces for an object able to process the corresponding deformation. Deformation interpretation procedures (i.e. grammar rules) are coded inside process() method of the concrete class (inherited from the interactor). For example, instances of the Tree class can interpret AffineDeformations since Tree inherits from AffineInteractor. Applying an AffineDeformation to a Tree instance is done by calling its process() method inherited from AffineInteractor with the corresponding AffineSymbol.

Section 4.1 tells that a symbol contains the deformation target. In this implementation, it is not explicitly required: The target of the deformation is the object having its process() method called.

The interactor paradigm allows to implement interpretation of different deformation types inside a single element type. It also gives an easy way to query the interpretability of a deformation type by an element, by casting the element into the corresponding interactor.

**Sculpting framework** We used a standard sculpting software largely developed independently of our grammar framework. Elements constituting complex objects are nodes of a scene graph stored into a scene management object. User actions (mouse clicks, cursor or wheel movements, key pressed) are received by an event management object. The latter infer from the user action and the system state the desired deformation, and instantiates the corresponding symbol (using Φ as source). It then calls the appropriate process() methods of the currently selected elements.

Each user action creates a grammar symbol which is fully processed before the next user action is carried. Mouse gestures must be processed at around 10 fps for the deformation to be smooth and sculpture-like. This motivates the use of recursive function calls for implementing deformation grammars: The latter are faster to execute than the more generic formal interpreter.
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Figure 9: An initial distribution of houses (in left) is interactively deformed by the user using space deformation (middle and right figures). Closed-by houses are merged into larger ones to model the increased density.